Chestermere Boulevard
Corridor Plan Open House

Integrated Transportation Plan

The Corridor Plan

Purpose
To guide the evolution of Chestermere Boulevard from a
provincial rural highway to an urban street

Guiding Principles
Chestermere Boulevard will…

be an urban street

be safe for all
users

serve as a gateway

facilitate local
connections

be a local
destination

• Remove the “barrier”
created by the highspeed environment
• Maintain vehicle
capacity, but facilitate
the movement of
people along and
across it
• Streetfront consistent
with the community
vision of Chestermere

• Transform the existing
high-speed
environment
• Promote slower
vehicle speeds
• Improve safety for
local access
• Provide facilities to
attract pedestrians
and cyclists to the
corridor
• Safe crossings for
cars, pedestrians and
cyclists

• Primary point of
access for much of
the Town
• Sense of arrival
• Reflect the Town’s
unique and distinct
character
• More than just an
extension of 17th
Avenue SE or an exit
from Highway 1

• High connectivity to
adjacent communities
• Provide connections
to Highway 1, Stoney
Trail, Southeast
Calgary
• Facilitate shorter
travel distances for
local trips

• Create a sense of
place
• Facilitate land use
development along
the corridor
• Active streetfront
• Source of pride in the
community

a place where people want to be
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Segments & Functions

Gateway

• Transition zone
• Sense of arrival

Destination

• Local access
• Sense of place

Multi Modal
Travel

• Longitudinal movement
• Efficient travel

Segment

Private Vehicles Commercial
Vehicles

Cyclists

Eastern Gateway

Commuter

Local delivery

Cross-lake connection Cross-lake connection Local connection for
East Chestermere

Destination

Commuter
Shopping and
recreation access

Local retail /
Recreation, retail
commercial deliveries access, north-south
connection

Central Corridor

Commuting and
mobility

Minor local delivery,
connection to
Rainbow Road

Gateway

Lakeside

Multi Modal Travel

Town Centre
Destination

Western Gateway
Gateway

Commuter route,
Local retail delivery
civic and retail access

Recreation and
commuting travel

East-west through
travel, north-south
connections in town
centre
Transition to 17th Ave. Town centre
Commuter travel
SE, town centre
connection to Stoney route, connection to
gateway
Trail
Calgary cycle network

Pedestrians

Connect businesses,
recreational access,
north-south
connection
Minor connecting
function, recreation
and amenity
Connections,
business and
property access
Minor connection
role, land use access

Transit

Land Use
Integration

Neighbourhood
access, business
access, sense of
arrival
Destination and/or
Commercial frontage,
terminus
primary retail access,
access to lakeside
recreation
Regional and local
Minimal land use
connection, possible connection, nonrapid transit
vehicular access to
communities
Regional destination, Town centre frontage
rapid transit hub
and access

Rapid transit and
local connection to
Calgary
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Minimal land use
integration, transition
to Calgary

Ideas for Consideration

Vehicular Travel Speed
Existing Corridor Speeds

Target Speed Options

Speed Implications
Source: Madruga et al 2000 Analysis of 30
km/h Zones. Copenhagenize Consulting

The risk of injury or fatality for other users of
a street increases considerably as vehicular
speeds approach 50 kph.

Intersections
Reduced turn radii at all intersections
where reasonably feasible
Allows for shorter, less intimidating crossings for users
of active modes and especially those with limited
mobility. Reduced vehicular speeds necessary to
navigate the turns increases safety for all users

Cycling Facilities

Source: Teschke et al 2012 Route Infrastructure and the Risk of
Injuries to Bicyclists: A Case-Crossover Study. American Journal
of Public Health 2012 Vol. 102, No. 12

Both real and perceived
safety are important
factors for current and
potential cyclists. Cycle
tracks have been found
to be most conducive
to both of these. Oneway cycle tracks are
generally safer yet and
align more closely to
desire lines (directness
from A to B).

One-way cycle track

Multiuse path

Two-way cycle track

Bike lane
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Western Gateway

Connect Chestermere to Calgary
The Calgary Transportation Plan and Belvedere Area Structure Plan
th
envision 17 Ave to accommodate the following:
Active Modes: Primary Bicycle Route via multiuse path on north side
Transit: Primary Transit Route using a median right of way
Vehicles: Four lane divided urban boulevard
Option

A

Option

B

Left turn lane not shown in cross sections

116 St SE / Conrich Rd

116 St SE / Conrich Rd

iii
iv

i

Chestermere Blvd

Chestermere Blvd

ii

Calgary

Chestermere

Calgary

Chestermere

Cyclists:
The connections from one-way cycle tracks to a multiuse
path can be made more convenient by widening
crossings and allowing users to use crossing i and ii or iii
and iv. The one-way raised cycle tracks are one element
that can be used to convey a physical sense of arrival

A connection from a multiuse path to a multiuse path is
more convenient for any users traveling straight
through. Generally a mulituse path is set further back
from the roadway (as in the cross-section), which can
make cyclists less visible to drivers

Transit:
High quality median transit to provide a fluid and easy connection between Chestermere and Calgary

Vehicles:
The future intersection of Chestermere Blvd and Conrich Rd is projected to have heavy volumes and high turning
movements in all directions. At the projected levels, the vehicular lane configurations in both intersections
conceptually shown may incur some congestion during peak hours
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Town Centre .

Future Access
To facilitate high connectivity and corridor
accessibility, frequent access points will be
provided along this section of the corridor as it
develops
Frequent mid-block crossings

Local Street

Collector

Collector

Local Street

Local Street

Typical Collector Intersections
Without left turn lanes

With exclusive left turn lanes

≈ 25 m

≈ 31 m

A larger roadway cross section
is less convenient and safe for
users of other transportation
modes

Future Transit
One Lane Reversible BRT

• Easier constructability and more flexible
• High level of service only in direction of predominant peak
hour demand (inbound in AM, outbound in PM)
• Effectively requires doubling station infrastructure and/or
specialized transit vehicles
• Lower operating efficiency

Two Lane Median BRT

• Requires larger right-of-way
• Equal level of service for trips in both directions during all
service hours
• More efficient operating
• More facilitative of mode progression
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Central Corridor .

Corridor Accessibility
Without Mid-block Crossings (Existing)

With Mid-block Crossings

A
B
Walking Catchment
Distances
400
400 m
800
800 m
Lots
Lots
Lots
800

C
Development
Potential

400

Walking Catchment
Distances
400
400 m
800
800 m
Lots
Lots
Lots
800
400

Activate both sides of the boulevard by making it more accessible to pedestrians
and cyclists through improved connectivity
• More residents are within 800 m of the of the south side of the boulevard and the walking catchment area is doubled

Development
Potential
Parking lane to support
commercial uses

Multimodal
Mobility Potential
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Lakeside Commercial
Centre

Connectivity and Flow Improvements
Intersections
1

1

Remove exclusive Eastbound &
Westbound right lanes and allow for
combination right-thru lanes:

2

Right-in, right-out unsignalized
vehicular access link.

3

Add signal and left-in, left-out
movements with exclusive left turn
lane from Chestermere Blvd onto
Marina Dr

B

2
A

3
Pedestrian Facilities
A

Mid-block crossing (see also the Central Corridor) to
connect the Chestermere Recreation Centre to the
Commercial Centre and allow for an alternative
crossing other than Windermere Blvd

B

Underpass to provide direct connection between
Anniversary Park and John Peake Memorial Park
and access to additional parking and paths along
the causeway

Streetscape
Cross-section Components
•
•
•
•
•

Multiuse Path
Wide south sidewalk
Transit in mixed traffic
Wide, leafy street median
Residential units on south side

Option

S1

Option
•
•
•
•
•

Raised one-way cycle tracks
Sidewalks on both sides of the street
Median transit right-of-way (eg true BRT)
Transit right-of-way median separation
Wide, and open right-of-way

S2
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Eastern Gateway .

Trans-Canada Hwy Ramps
Existing Ramps

Realigned Ramps

•
•
•
•
•

Cove Dr Intersection

Reduction in queue lengths
Less delay per vehicle
Conveys a transition to an urban street
Presents opportunity for redevelopment
Higher construction costs

Turn radii reduction

• More convenient and safer pedestrian and bicyclist crossings
• Minimal impact on traffic flow – may even improve some
movements

Causeway

Reconfigure Existing Causeway / Bridge

• Reduce existing lane widths
• Interim solution until traffic or transit demand warrants expansion
• Bidirectional multiuse paths on either side

Widen Existing Causeway / Bridge

• Multiuse path on north side / sidewalk on south side
• Higher costs
• Easily adapted to dedicated transit use
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The Study

Process

Vision and
Context

Corridor
Function
and
Assessment

Conceptual
Option
Development

Option
Evaluation

Option
Refinement

We are here

Next Steps
The feedback and input received during the open house and through the forms
will be used to further refine options and help in the final evaluation process

A final corridor plan detailing each segment will be recommended and
presented to council before summer
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